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Keywords: decision t r e e , T-indistinguishability in order to incorporate such indistinguishability concerns.
operators, observational entropy, uncertainty mea- The main idea is that the occurrence of two different events
sures, m a c h i n e learning.
but indistinguishable by the indistinguishability relation
defined, will count as the occurrence of the same event
when measuring the observational entropy.
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Introduction.
2

Decision trees, since their formal appearance within the
context of inductive learning [9] have become one of the
most relevant paradigm of machine learning methods. The
main reason for this widespreading success lies in their
proved applicability to a broad range of problems, in addition to appealing features as the readibility of the knowledge represented in the tree. Therefore, a lot of work have
been carried out from Quinlan7sTDID3 algorithm in order
to extend the applicability to domains beyond the categorical ones and achieve further improvements. In this
line, many approaches dealing with continuous-valued attributes have been proposed ( [ l , 10,8]). Also, alternative
measures to classical Shannon's entropy measure [2] for
attribute selection have been devised, like Gini's test [I],
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff distance [13], distance between partitions [ll.], contrast measures [3] ...

Observational entropy.

In this section we will present the definition of observational entropy and conditioned observational entropy
which will be used in later sections.
Definition 1 Given a t-norm T , a T-indistinguishability
operator E on a set X is a reflexive and symmetric fuzzy
relation on X such that T(E(x, y), E(y, z)) 5 E(x, z) (Ttransitivity), for all x, y, z E X .
Throughout the paper E and E' will denote T indistinguishability operators on a given set X and P a
probability distribution on X.

Definition 2 The observation degree of x j cj X is defined
Another important point is providing decision tree induc- by:
tion algorithms with a more flexible metodology in order to cope with other sources of uncertainty beyond the
probabilistic type. Indeed, when we face real problems we
should overcome the limitation of the probabilistic framework by furnishing existing methods, so that other wellknown types of uncertainty such as non-specifity and fuzziDue to the reflexivity of E, this expression can be rewritness [7] could be managed. [6], [14], [15], [12] are worthten as:
while methods concerning to this problem.
In this paper we will address the case when uncertainty arises as a consequence of having defined an indistinguishability relation [5] on the domains of the attributes used t o describe the set of instances. As far
as we
make the
that
different events are perfectly distinguishable from each
other when measuring, for
(for
methods). In front of the above
tive assumption we advocate for a more realistic setting
in which decision maker's discernment abilities should be
taken into account, and therefore, impurity should be measured accordingly to his frame of discernment. With this
purpose in mind we introduce the notion of observational
entropy which adapts the classical definition of entropy
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~ ( x j ) = P(xj) +

P(x)E(z,xj).
ZEX~ZZZ~

This definition has a clear interpretation: the possibility
of observing xj is given by the probability that x j really
happens (expressed by the first term), plus the probability
of ocurrence of
element "very close" to xj, weighted
by the similarity degree .
Definition 3 The obsefirataonal entropy (HO) of the pair
( E , P ) is dejned by:

HO(E,P)

= -~ ~ ( X ) ~ O ~ , T ( X ) .
zEX

The next step is to define the conditioned observational entropy. Informally, the conditioned observational entropy
measures how do affect the observations performed by an
observer "using" a T-indistinguishability operator El in
the variability degree of the potential observations ( o b
servational entropy) of some other observer using another
T-indistinguishability operator E.
Definition 4 Vx E X we define:

us illustrate the above definitions with the example of tables 1 and 2. In order to simplify, we will assume that the
probability distribution associated to each attribute of the
example will be defined as the uniform distribution on the
corresponding domain. Generalizing this assumption is
straightforward.
Arrived at this point, let us present an algorithm for building a decision tree based on the observational entropy. The
procedure could be summarized in the following points:

i) "Unfolding" data set: from the original data set we create its associated "unfoldedn data set by splitting each colP(X). E(x, xj)
umn (representing an specific attribute Ai), creating a new
I-': (x) = P(X)- E(x, xj) ~ ~ ( x j ) C y e xP(Y)- E ( y , x j )
column for each value (modality) belonging to the domain
of the corresponding attribute. Then, for all instances,
That is, P:(x)
quantifies the contribution of x to the we compute the compatibility between each modality and
the evidence represented in an instance by computing the
observation degree of x j in ( E , P ) .
conditioned observational degree ( 5) between the given
modality and the proper component (evidence) of the inDefinition 5 The conditioned observation degree of xi E stance. The resulting "unfolded" data set is depicted in
X having been observed x j in (El, P ) as
table 3.
)'

ii) Computing probabilities of observing events in a node
N. Values contained in the unfolded data set will be used
to compute the compatibility degree (9) between a conjunction of restrictions and the evidence represented by a
Definition 6 The observational entropy of the pair given instance s :
( E , P ) conditioned to the observation of x j E X in (El, P )
as follows:
HOzj(EI E1,P)= -

C ~ ~ ' ( x i ) - l o(xi).
g ~ ~ ~
E(E'

Definition 7 The observational entropy of the pair
(E, P ) conditioned by the pair (El, P ) as

(being T a t-norm) So, being T the current tree (the one
which has been grown up to now), N a given node belonging to T and R the conjunction of the restrictions found
in the path going from the root of T to node N, we define
the probability of observing modality vij of attribute Ai
in node N as:

In other words, the conditioned observational entropy of
the pair (E, P ) is the expected value of the observational
entropy of (E, P ) conditioned to the observation of all x j E
X in (El, P).

3

Algorithm.

In section 2 we introduced the concept of observational
entropy. Let us see how to use it for the task of building
a decision tree from a set of examples. The problem could
be posed as follows: Let At = {Al,. .- ,A,, C) be a set of
nominal1 attributes (being the classes of C the classification we want to learn), with domains Di = {vil, --vim;)
and D, = {vcl,.--,v,,,). Let S G Dl x ..-x D, x D,
be the set of instances, and for each attribute A we consider a T-indistinguishability operator EA and a probability distribution PA defined on the domain of A. Let
'we consider nominal attributes for simplicity purposes, although
the developed metodology can also deal with continuous domains.

iii) Selecting branching attribute: in the previous point
we have provided a method for computing the probabilities of observing the modalities for all the attributes in
a given node N. These values will allow us to select the
best attribute in order to partition data "arriving" at node
N (fulfilling the restrictions leading to node N). In this
way, given a node N, we compute (for all non previously
selected attributes) the observational entropy of class attribute (C) conditioned to a given remaining attribute Ai
in the following manner:

HO(C1Ai) =

C P N ( A ~= vi) - HO(CJAi= vi)
v; E D ;

,being
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Table 1: Original data set.
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Table 2: T-Indistinguishability operators (matricial representation).
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Table 3: Unfolded data set
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